The Picnic

It was a sunny spring morning. Ling had nothing to do. She thought it would be nice to go for a picnic. Ling picked up the phone and called her friend. Ring, ring. Anna answered. Ling asked if Anna would like to go on a picnic. Anna thought it would be fun. Anna would bring a salad. Ling would bring a sandwich. They would picnic at a park with a lake. Ling planned on swimming. Anna planned on standing in the water and jumping and splashing. The park had a playground too. During the picnic, the girls would also swing. Ling and Anna set off for the park. They ate. Finishing their lunch, they walked to the lake. Everything was going well. On the way, they saw a ping-pong table. The girls stopped to play. The ball went back and forth. Ping, zing. They were having so much fun. They played all afternoon. They did not go in the water. Ling and Anna walked home smiling.